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Richard Mathews

It has been an interesting few months. I little realised, when I took on the
job of Apiary Manager, just how much work is involved in preparation for
the coming season. All you guys that have their own apiaries look out the
window and think, it's a nice day, I think I'll go out on the bees. The bees
tell you what you need to do, they never swarm, all your virgins come
back fully mated, you don't lose queens and you take off loads of honey.
You know your hives and more or less stick to a routine of inspections
etc. At home, I also share this idyllic ideal and feel slightly offended when
things go wrong. It's at that time I realise the blooming obvious, my bees
have not read the same books as me. So, why should it be different at
our Apiary and what needs to happen differently from our own personal
setups.
Lydney is a teaching Apiary! - that's what's different. Forward planning is
essential to avoid disappointing you, the members and having as many
viable hives available to support teaching throughout the season.
Available to all-comers, who are expected to be up to their elbow in bees
on their first visit. Our lovely bees are subject to all our mistakes, handling
under far from ideal weather conditions etc, etc. In addition, we now have
a newly formed queen rearing group which has also had its demands on
the apiary. I expect now that you are beginning to see that this is quite a
lot different from your ideal home apiary.
Unfortunately, the bees don't share this view of planning. They have had
70 odd million years doing their own thing, very successfully I might add.
Why should they change something that works for them? Well they don't
have to do they!. Part of what we teach is to read the bees and with our
superior brains armed with all that bee knowledge we out think them right! The trick is to learn, often by our mistakes and work with them. Even
then they seem to delight in foiling our best laid plans. But, isn't that the
reason most of us love and keep bees for the sheer fun of wondering
what on earth they're going to do next.
So interesting times for all of us. Many, many thanks to our group leaders
and helpers who are so important to the running of the apiary. The nectar
flow is nearly at an end leaving us with all the supers out on the bees.
The newly formed queen rearing group has furnished us with mated
queens and are now available to our members. We hope to have
overwintered nucs next year and will be going into the winter with more
than enough hives for next year - that's if the bees agree with me.
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Thank you,
Graham Carter

Starting beekeeping – Julie and Les Cockle
I had vaguely thought for quite a while that it would be a nice idea to keep bees, but to be
honest it might have been because I liked the idea of having a pretty WBC in the garden.
We knew a fellow allotment holder who mentioned that he kept bees. His advice was to
definitely join the local association and sign up for a beginner’s course. Life got in the way
for a few years until we got chatting to members of DFBKA at Bream Flower Show last
Summer. Although our situation wasn’t ideal, we have a very small garden, we decided to
bite the bullet and sign up for the Introduction Day. After all, as I said, I didn’t know whether
I would simply run away when faced with a frame full of bees for the first time! As it
happened, we were both perfectly calm about it and came away from the experience totally
enthralled and very eager to learn more and immediately signed up for the beginner’s
course.

The theory part of the course was brilliant. Jim, with a little bit of prompting and occasional
heckling from Val and support from other committee members, ran the course in a very
professional way. It was interesting, informative and often amusing and we came home each
week with a nicely produced and comprehensive aide memoire which encouraged us to do
homework and further explore what we had been taught. We feel that the course has given
us a really good grounding in all aspects of beekeeping. Jim often says that there are no
stupid questions and this seems to be the mantra of all members of DFBKA as everyone is
very happy to answer all of our questions - and believe me when I say we ask a lot! We soon
learnt that for every question there are many more answers. It’s also nice to know that help
is only a phone call away and we’ve had lots of offers of support.
The long-awaited Sunday morning practical’s arrived, giving us the chance to put the
theories to the test and ‘get on the bees’ at last. We did hive inspections, identified castes
of bees, did sugar shakes, learnt about methods of swarm control and the safety aspects of
things like lighting smokers and so on. Basically, just about everything we had learnt about
in theory we had the chance to either do, or see demonstrated by experienced beekeepers.
We were a little bit sad when the course came to an end, but we felt as well prepared as
possible to finally have bees of our own. We’ve learnt since then that we’ll never know
everything, but are looking forward too many years of learning from the bees themselves
who will keep us on our toes - along with the ever-present guidance of the Dean Forest
Beekeepers.

Queen Improvement- Update

Diane Webb

25 queens have been given out to individual members and
DFB apiary groups.
One queen seen left was given to Cirencester bee keepers
via Phil Tinker. Phil usually prefers darker queens so we will
see how she gets on

Price of Honey – The Sticky Issue.

Anna Stankiewicz

Honey – the food of gods. Some of us beekeepers can’t even be bothered with it. The
extracting is hard work – messy, hot and sticky. Ensuring the quality of the crop interferes
with our treatments for varroa, lifting heavy supers puts strain on our already overworked
backs. And then, of course, there is the issue of price- how much should we charge for a jar
of honey? how much should we pay for one? I recall seeing a customer putting a jar of honey
back on the shelf in my local deli – ‘that’s far too much, we’ll go to Tesco’.

Here are some figures for those home-economists amongst us: Rowse Light & Mild Honey
£2.85/ 340g, a blend of non-EU honeys. Do I think it is good value? No, I don’t. I shout from
the rooftop of my bee-shed to friends and family to never ever put it in their shopping trolleys.
Fortnum & Mason Shrewsbury Woodland Honey £8.95/200g. Do I think that’s better? No, I
don’t, but then my purse strings do not stretch to Piccadilly. Their selection is more exciting
though, with many British single variety honeys to choose from.

Let’s revisit my local deli. Why is £5.50 for a beautiful 1lb jar of Herefordshire honey
considered expensive? A huge amount of work, effort and knowledge goes into producing
its contents. After all, it is only what one would pay for two overheated lattes in a famous
coffee chain next door! It is because the customer who puts it back on the shelf does not
understand the difference. It is because nobody tells them how far the cheap squeezy bottle
of honey in their 24hour corner store has travelled, how it has been most likely ultra filtered,
how they might as well be putting caramelised sugar syrup on their porridge. In our fast
food, instant gratification modern society flooded by technicolour adverts, nobody has time
to ponder on the chemistry of food we are eating. The crux of the matter is that those details
are super important. We are what we eat, food should nourish and heal, not just fill the void.
There are many non- profit organisations trying to promote honest, fairly priced, healthy food
- The Slow Food movement and the Landworkers’ Alliance being just a few. They stand for
a food system ‘where everybody has access to healthy, regionally produced, affordable food
from farmers they can trust’. ‘A food system that protects the wellbeing of people, the health
of the environment and the ability of future generations to provide for themselves’;
‘celebrating the rich food traditions and protecting our edible biodiversity’.

I see beekeepers fitting right into this philosophy.

Bees forage within a 3-mile radius of their hive, they know the flora and the microclimate.
Just as we in the DFB will try to breed queens to limit the imports, for the same reasons we
should also learn the plants on our doorstep, understand their unique seasons and promote
and sell our LOCAL honey, focusing on those 28.26 square bee miles! Living in this fantastic
environment of the Forest and the Wye, not too far away from the heather in the Brecons,
we have it all - the ‘Light & Mild’ bland blend in the shop is truly surplus to requirements.
Professor Mark Winston could not put it better in his ‘Lessons from the Hive’: ‘the jar of
honey carries with it our gratitude to the bees for collaborating on the harvest, the flowers
that yielded the nectar, the land itself which provided a sense of physical place and the
human personalities, past and present, inhabiting that land’.

So, fellow beekeepers, rejoice next summer when your supers are heavy. Don your hairnets
and think of the difference you could be making to someone’s diet and health. Think of the
schoolkids when they grasp the connection between an orchard in blossom, an apple in their
lunchbox and a chunk of fresh honeycomb straight out of the frame. Do not undercharge,
instead, educate with conviction about the health benefits, about the flavours, about our
craft, about this astounding connection between nature and humans that honey is – and for
fear of sounding a bit New Age, oh what the heck! – it is the energy of the Sun transformed

by flowers into carbohydrates and proteins, with lots of stardust minerals and bee produced
enzymes thrown in the mix. Now, isn’t that worth its weight in gold?

Jim VG’s Magic Brew Allan Wells
Those of us who have attended Jim’s evening classes during the winter (and I guess that
means all of us!) cannot fail to remember his advice to mix a dash of washing up liquid with
a splodge of washing soda to create the soup we use to clean our equipment and remove
the dreaded Propolis from just about anything.
There is a difficulty with being both a beekeeper and a gardener, particularly if the bees are
in the garden, since clearly any chemical control is, quite rightly, eschewed. Problem! How
do I remove greenfly and other nasties from my beans, peas etc.? Well, the time-honoured
method is to squeeze them off with your fingers daily whilst waiting for the good guys to
catch up and remove them for you. That’s ok but it is tedious and difficult to do properly and
anyway there are more interesting things to do.
A couple of weeks ago, appalled at the state of my Dahlias and having failed to get rid of
the pests I had a brainwave. I would use Jim’s Soup to see if that would at the very least,
discourage the greenfly. I have to report that I am now an extremely happy gardener, and
Jim’s Soup is now my ‘go-to’ pest controller, the happy result of my experiment is a garden
completely greenfly free garden!
Try it, you will be really pleased with the result….

Across

Down

4. colourful, rich in protein, carried in baskets

1. one of its species nectar is allegedly toxic to bees,
a magnificent tree, in Latin

7. large tree with edible fruit hidden inside a spiky
shell, often roasted on an open fire, in Latin

2. white or red, sweetly scented meadow perennial

8. Mainly wind pollinated inflorescence, visited by
bees on hazel

3. common name for a plant in the mint family,
known for its fracture healing properties

9. its leaves can make a salad, its roots can make a
coffee, its seed heads can measure time and its
flowers turn bees yellow

5. painted by Van Gogh, hardy annuals which track
the sun across the sky

12. Rosebay or Hairy, great colonizers of freshly
cleared ground
14. a large plant family, includes most top and stone
fruit and England's favourite flower
15. important honey plant, jam-makers friend, in Latin
16. describing plants with male and female flowers
on separate plants - e.g. holly and willow
18. ground cover plant at Scarborough Fair
19. Cherry ......, its leaves bear extra floral nectaries
20. male reproductive part of the flower

6. the 'venturous harbinger of Spring' - in Latin
7. the pretty part of the flower, formed by petals
10. antibacterial substance produced by bees from
tree resins
11. succulent and statuesque, autumn flowering
garden perennial
13. Highly nectariferous plant, gives pale honey,
blue star flowers
17. hedera ......, an autumn flowering climber,
important source of pollen and nectar

Hopkins / Hunt method of queen rearing

Jon Axe

We were recently given a talk and practical demonstration of a modified Hopkins queen
rearing method by Mike Hunt (GBKA President). What attracted me to this method is that
Mike described it as simple and suitable for those who don’t want to stick to the rigid
timetable table of events that some methods require. Despite thinking I’d locked the method
into my brain I since realised I had forgotten and so decided to read up on Hopkins original
method and thought I’d share my notes with you.
Isaac Hopkins was born in 1836 and kept bees in New Zealand. He did not discover the
method of queen rearing and believed it originated in Austria. He was the first to document
it in English. The original text can be found ay
http://www.bushfarms.com/beeshopkinsmethod.htm.

1. Prepare a strong raiser colony for cell building (see internet or books for details on
this)
2. Put a fresh drawn comb in the brood nest of the hive of the breeder queen
3. After 3 days remove the frame that is now laid with eggs
4. On one side, rub out 3 of every 4 rows of eggs on each diagonal (to ensure
independent queen cells are drawn)
5. Leave the other side untouched
6. Place eke over brood chamber of raiser colony
7. Place empty frame horizontally on top of brood nest
8. Place prepared comb of eggs on top of empty frame (prepared side down)
9. Cover frame with a light mat to prevent bees’ access
10. Harvest the queen cells produced (Hopkins achieved 60-80 queen cells in trials)

Mike demonstrated that he uses a custom built
“Hopkins Board” to hold the horizontal frame above
the brood nest, provide insulation, and grant access
to any supers present. Mike also reminded us of the
importance of remembering to raise mature drones
in other selected colonies before raising queens.
Please do let us know your experience if you try out
the Hopkins or modified Hunt method of queen
rearing!

Zip it

Andy Gregory

The title says it all really!
The back story.
I have a hive that had become far too aggressive for my liking with bees constantly at your
veil and on your hand so I took the opportunity to enlist on the DFBKA Queen Improvement
Program run by Di Webb and Adam Parker.
Having made the hive queen less in preparation by removing an unmarked queen most likely
from a supercedure I had missed and hopefully the cause of the change in temperament
she was popped in to a pot ready to hand her over to Di to exchange.
I returned three days later to knock down any queen cells produced to ensure a clean
introduction the following day when things went badly wrong.
Smoker ready double gloved (Marigolds taking no chances), hood on so in I go.
Supers and excluder removed and now in a fog of bees far more aggressive than my normal
grumpy greeting the first frame was out and checked so in for the second when the first sting
came to an area I thought would have been protected. Then another and another clearly
something had gone wrong and with so many bees I could not tell which were on the inside
or outside of the veil or how they got in so moved away from the hives only for them to follow
and the stings to continue. By now my upper lip and taken a couple of hits and was already
starting to look like a bad Botox treatment and with ear neck and head next all I could do

was simply just press the hood against my head in an attempt to crush the little beauties
inside.
The only consolation was after the sixth or seventh string the rest just didn’t seem to hurt or
was it just the adrenalin kicking in?
Now the thought I’ve got to go back and close them up so checking how they got in although
the veil zip was secure the main zip below the veil was open by about three to four inches.
Having now managed to close the hive I could feel things really starting to swell so leaving
the suit on drove home thankfully only half a mile or so away where I started to remove my
suit with assistance of my daughter and with dead and dying bees falling on the floor
Charlotte appeared to be doing what looked like some sort of rain dance to squash them.
Now the best bit I’m quite sensitive to bee stings and carry Epipens but having completed
desensitisation treatment this was going to be the real test so with pens at the ready and a
mouth full of Peritonese tablets I thought let’s sit down with feet raised to keep the blood in
the right place sit back to see what happens next hoping not anaphylactic shock. Having
already given poor Charlotte the shock of her life she was given instruction on what to do if
I needed help and to ring the magic three figured number (999) when she noticed I still had
stings in my face so started carefully to pull them out, approximately thirty from around my
face and neck and ten from my scalp.
Now rather red moon faced I can happily say I survived and the swelling slowly decreasing
the following evening I exchanged my nasty queen and introduced my new bright shiny one
so fingers crossed for improved temperament.
The moral of the story is simple ZIP it check it recheck it and have a plan if things go wrong
particularly if your tend bees alone or in isolated locations such as out apiaries.
If you do react badly to being stung it is worth investigating desensitisation treatment which
I am sure has saved my life on this occasion.
PS. Had a quick delve into the hive and what a transformation so much calmer which seems
to be reflected throughout the apiary.

LAST BUT NOT LEAST

You don’t need to teach an old dog new tricks… Allan Wells
I have a friend. Just the one. His name is Guinness and he is a Boxer (the dog variety)
Guinness is about 70 in dog years which makes him marginally younger than me. Of course,
he thinks he is just a pup, that is until his arthritic joints, rheumy eyes and shortness of breath
catch up with him and then he flops down with an exhausted sigh and lays his head on his
paws. A bit like me really.
He lives in a house with two rumbustious and exuberant boys aged four and six and although
he loves their company, I think they rather exhaust him and he seeks, let us say, a more
mature company with gentler manners and trots up to my house.
I garden a lot and Guinness likes to be involved, to the point in fact, that he sits with his nose
inches from my spade or if I am in the greenhouse with his head on my shoe.
I like his company and we enjoy long conversations about everything under the sun although
I admit they tend to be one sided, still he is nice to have around and as all dog owners know,
a dog is totally uncritical of humans especially friendly ones (and anyway I am the purveyor
of biscuits).
So, all goes well in this placid routine or rather it did until I got the bees. I warned Guinness
in advance of their coming telling him that they sting and are no part of a dog’s life.
He nodded his understanding and they duly arrived and were installed. Now Guinness is a
naturally obedient dog and does exactly as he is told (when he wants to) which is practically
never.
I said to him sit over there whilst I do my stuff and then we will have coffee and biscuits. He
sat where I put him until I turned to walk to the bees and he promptly followed me to see
what was what. I took him back to the spot and told him severely to “Stay or stop or whatever”
No, he was determined to be involved. So be it. I opened the bees and began doing my stuff
completely involved in my task and forgetting totally about Guinness. Suddenly there was a
howl and Guinness began to violently shake his head before rushing out the gate and
dashing (hobbling) home. I downed tools and rushed (hobbled) after him. Getting to his
house I threw my suit off explaining to Sarah that Guinness had an encounter of the first
kind. I found the sting embedded in his left ear flap (very flappy are Boxer ears) and quickly
removed it. Very sorry and sore was Guinness for a few days and I saw nothing of him.
We returned to our normal routine with one exception. As soon as I don my bee suit
Guinness takes it as a sign to vacate the area.

Sharpish.

